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Quizizz
The Shining - Part 2

What killed the Donner Party? (Ch. 8)
a) Extreme weather b) Hunger

c) Cannibalism d) All of these

What is Danny's reaction to seeing the Overlook for the first time? (Ch. 8)
a) He is excited by how

big the hotel is

b) He thinks of Tony's
warnings and feels sick

c) He "sees" his mom
falling and falling

d) He is scared of the Bad
Thing

What is the game visitors play on The Overlook's lawn? (Ch. 9)
a) Roque b) Croquet

c) Golf d) Tennis

What is a topiary? (Ch. 9)
a) hedges trimmed in the

shape of animals

b) a tiered bird house

c) a hedge maze d) an indoor flower garden

Where is Mr. Halloran going when he leaves The Overlook? (Ch. 10)
a) Florida b) Sidewinder

c) California d) Shady Oaks



6.

7.

8.

9.

Halloran tells Jack there is no ___ at the hotel. (Ch. 10)
a) Microwave b) Ski equipment

c) Alcohol d) Chocolate

What does Halloran warn Danny to not do? (Ch. 11)
a) Go into Room 217 b) Shine

c) Talk to Tony d) Use the crank elevator

Danny tells Halloran which fairytale scared him ? (Ch. 11)
a) Bluebeard b) Hansel and Gretel

c) The Changelings d) Snow Queen

What does the Danny see in the Presidential Suite during the tour? (Ch. 12)
a) A woman in the bath

tub

b) Tony playing outside
the window

c) Blood and brains on the
wall

d) Words on the bathroom
mirror
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Answer Key

Quizizz
The Shining - Part 2

What killed the Donner Party? (Ch. 8)
a) Extreme weather b) Hunger

c) Cannibalism d) All of these

What is Danny's reaction to seeing the Overlook for the first time? (Ch. 8)
a) He is excited by how

big the hotel is

b) He thinks of Tony's
warnings and feels sick

c) He "sees" his mom
falling and falling

d) He is scared of the Bad
Thing

What is the game visitors play on The Overlook's lawn? (Ch. 9)
a) Roque b) Croquet

c) Golf d) Tennis

1. d
2. b
3. a
4. a
5. a
6. c
7. a
8. a
9. c



4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

What is a topiary? (Ch. 9)
a) hedges trimmed in the

shape of animals

b) a tiered bird house

c) a hedge maze d) an indoor flower garden

Where is Mr. Halloran going when he leaves The Overlook? (Ch. 10)
a) Florida b) Sidewinder

c) California d) Shady Oaks

Halloran tells Jack there is no ___ at the hotel. (Ch. 10)
a) Microwave b) Ski equipment

c) Alcohol d) Chocolate

What does Halloran warn Danny to not do? (Ch. 11)
a) Go into Room 217 b) Shine

c) Talk to Tony d) Use the crank elevator

Danny tells Halloran which fairytale scared him ? (Ch. 11)
a) Bluebeard b) Hansel and Gretel

c) The Changelings d) Snow Queen

What does the Danny see in the Presidential Suite during the tour? (Ch. 12)
a) A woman in the bath

tub

b) Tony playing outside
the window

c) Blood and brains on the
wall

d) Words on the bathroom
mirror



Answer Key
1. d
2. b
3. a
4. a
5. a
6. c
7. a
8. a
9. c


